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ABSTRACT The effect of training data size on machine learning methods has been well investigated
over the past two decades. The predictive performance of tree based machine learning methods, in general,
improves with a decreasing rate as the size of training data increases. We investigate this in optimal trees
ensemble (OTE) where the method fails to learn from some of the training observations due to internal
validation. Modified tree selection methods are thus proposed for OTE to cater for the loss of training
observations in internal validation. In the first method, corresponding out-of-bag (OOB) observations are
used in both individual and collective performance assessment for each tree. Trees are ranked based on
their individual performance on the OOB observations. A certain number of top ranked trees is selected and
starting from the most accurate tree, subsequent trees are added one by one and their impact is recorded
by using the OOB observations left out from the bootstrap sample taken for the tree being added. A tree
is selected if it improves predictive accuracy of the ensemble. In the second approach, trees are grown on
random subsets, taken without replacement-known as sub-bagging, of the training data instead of bootstrap
samples (taken with replacement). The remaining observations from each sample are used in both individual
and collective assessments for each corresponding tree similar to the first method. Analysis on 21 benchmark
datasets and simulations studies show improved performance of the modified methods in comparison to OTE
and other state-of-the-art methods.
INDEX TERMS Tree selection, Classification, Ensemble learning, Out-of-bag sample, Random forest,
Sub-bagging
I. INTRODUCTION
Ensemble techniques help to improve machine learning re-
sults by integrating multiple models. Using ensemble meth-
ods allows to produce better predictions compared to a single
base model. There is a huge literature on ensemble methods
which is fast growing [1]–[5]. One of the most widely used
ensemble method is random forest [6] that combines classifi-
cation and regression trees [7], [8] as the base model. Classi-
fication and regression tree, the building block of many tree
based ensemble methods, including random forest, depends
both on the quality and quantity of training data [9]. A tree
grown with more meaningful information (data points) will
give better results than the one built otherwise [9].
The efficacy of combining a large number of individual
classifiers, also called base learners, has been well studied
[10]–[16]. The main advantage of combining the results of
many variants of the same classifier is that it leads to a
reduction in the generalization error of the resultant ensemble
classifier [11]–[13], [17], [18]. The reason behind this is that
the variants of the same classifier have different inductive bi-
ases. This kind of diversity results in a reduction of variance-
error without increasing the bias-error [19]–[21]. Following
this, Breiman [6] argued that diverse and individually strong
classifiers will result in an efficient ensemble, while propos-
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ing his famous random forest method. Breiman achieved this
by selecting p < d features at each node while growing trees
on bootstrap samples. The random forest algorithm has been
extensively used in solving various classification and regres-
sion problems related to medicine [22], banking and finance
[23], engineering [24], etc. and has attracted a significant
attention of the research community. For further diversity
and improvement in tree ensembles, Khan et al. [25], [26]
proposed selecting the most accurate trees based on their per-
formance on out-of-bag (OOB) observation. These trees were
then further assessed for their collective performance using a
subset of the training data as internal validation data for final
ensemble. They called this method optimal trees ensemble
(OTE). OTE not only showed improved predictive accuracy
in comparison to several other state-of-the-art methods, but
also reduced ensemble size.
However, while selecting the optimal trees, trees in OTE
fail to learn from some of the training observations due to
the internal validation. This paper suggests modified methods
of tree selection to avoid this issue. In the first method, cor-
responding out-of-bag (OOB) observations are used in both
individual and collective performance assessment for each
tree. Trees are ranked based on their individual performance
on the OOB observations. A certain number of top ranked
trees is selected and starting from the most accurate tree,
subsequent trees are added one by one and their impact is
recorded by using the OOB observations left out from the
bootstrap sample taken for the tree being added. A tree is
selected if it improves predictive accuracy of the ensemble.
In the second approach, trees are grown on random subsets,
taken without replacement, of the training data instead of
bootstrap samples. The remaining observations from each
sample are used in both individual and collective assessments
for each corresponding tree similar to the first method. Using
21 benchmark problems, the results from the new approaches
are compared with those of kNN, tree classifier, random
forest, node harvest, support vector machine, random projec-
tion ensemble and OTE. The methods are further assessed
by using the simulation models given in [25] by generating
datasets of two different sizes. The remainder of the paper
is arranged as follows. The proposed modified approaches,
their algorithms and some other related methods are given
in Section II, experiments and findings based on simulated
and benchmark data sets are given in Section III. Conclusion
based on the work done in the article is given in Section IV.
II. OPTIMAL TREE SELECTION
Using the notation of [25], let L = (X, Y ) =
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)} be the given training data,
where X is an n × d matrix and Y a vector of length
n. . The xi are instances on d features and yi are binary
values representing two possible classes. OTE partitions
L = (X, Y ) randomly into two parts, LB = (XB , YB) and
LO = (XO, YO). The steps of OTE are given as
1) Trees are developed on T bootstrap samples from
LB = (XB , YB), using the random forest approach.
2) The grown trees are ranked in ascending order of their
prediction error on out-of-bag data and M top ranked
trees are taken.
3) Starting from the highest ranked tree, the M selected
trees are added one by one and LO = (XO, YO)
is applied to see whether the added tree improves
predictive accuracy. A tree is selected if it improves
accuracy and is discarded otherwise.
4) The selected trees are integrated together for the final
ensemble that is used for predicting new/test data.
Although OTE has achieved improved performance as com-
pared to the other methods on the given benchmark and
simulated datasets as shown in [25], a problem arises when
there is a small number of observations in the data. As the
trees are grown on a subset of the training data leaving the
remaining observations, say V%, for internal validation, this
might result in missing out some useful information to learn
from during the process of growing the trees and increases the
variance of the classifier [27], [28]. It has been investigated
that classification tree strongly depends on the amount of
information present in the training data [9]. To utilise the
whole training data while growing and selecting optimal
trees, two approaches are proposed in this paper.
A. OUT-OF-BAG ASSESSMENT
In this method out-of-bag (OOB) observations are used in
both individual and ensemble assessment of the trees. In
bootstrapping, as the samples are taken with replacement,
some observation are repeated and some are left out from
the samples. Studies show that while bootstrapping, about
1/3 of the total training data are left out from the samples
[29]. These are called out-of-bag (OOB) observations and
play no role in growing classification trees. They can rather
be used in assessing the predictive ability of the trees and
statistic values thus produced are called OOB estimates. Let
St, t = 1, . . . , T be the bootstrap sample and S̄t be the
corresponding OOB sample; H(St) is the classification tree
grown on St. Also suppose that êrrt is the error of H(St)
on S̄t called the OOB error. About 37% of the observations
in the training set L do not appear in a particular bootstrap
sample St. These observations can thus be used as unseen
test examples. The steps of the proposed method under this
approach are:
1) Grow T classification trees by the method of random







I(y 6= ŷ), (1)
where y is the true class label in the bootstrap sample
S̄t, ŷ is the corresponding estimated value by tree
H(St) and |S̄t| is the size of the OOB sample. I(y 6=
ŷ) is an indicator function with values 0 or 1 given as
I(y 6= ŷ) =
{
1, if y 6= ŷ,
0, otherwise.
(2)
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2) Arrange the trees for ranking in ascending order with
respect to êrrt; select the top ranked M trees. Let
HR1(.), . . . HRM (.), be the highest, second highest
and so on, ranked trees.
3) Starting from HR1(.), test consecutive HRj (.), j =
2, . . . ,M one by one by using the corresponding OOB








is the Brier score [30] calculated for the
ensemble not having the jth tree and B̂S
〈j+〉
is the
Brier score of the method including the jth tree. An
estimator for the Brier score is given as
B̂S =
∑# of test observations
i=1
(
yi − P̂ (yi|X)
)2
total # of test observations
, (4)
yi is the state of the class value for observation i
in the (0, 1) form and P̂ (y|X) is the response/class
probability estimate of the method given the variables.
4) Integrate the trees for predicting new/test data.
B. SUB-SAMPLING/SUB-BAGGING BASED
ASSESSMENT
Under this approach, random sub-samples without replace-
ment from the training data L = (X,Y ) are taken for
growing the trees. The remaining observations from each
sample are used as the test data for assessing the predictive
performance of each corresponding tree, in contrary to using
the OOB observations. Let St, t = 1, . . . , T be the random
sample of sizem < n, n being the number of instances in the
training data, and S̄t be the corresponding remaining subset
of observations of size n − m; H(St) is the classification
tree grown on St. Also suppose that ̂err_subt is the error of
H(St) on S̄t. Then the steps of the proposed method under
this approach are:
1) Grow T classification trees on St, t = 1, . . . , T . Esti-
mate ̂err_subt for each tree using S̄t.
2) Rank the trees in ascending order with respect
to ̂err_subt; select the top ranked M trees. Let
HR1(.), . . . HRM (.), be the highest, second highest
and so on, ranked trees.
3) Starting from HR1(.), test consecutive HRj (.), j =
2, . . . ,M one by one by using the corresponding ob-
servations in the sample remainder as the test data.
Select HRj (.) based on the criteria used in Step 3 of
the method in previous section.
4) Integrate the trees for predicting new/test data.
Both of the above methods are inspired from Breiman’s [6]
upper bound defined for the overall prediction error PE∗ of
random forest algorithm given as
PE∗ ≤ ρ̄ PEt. (5)
In Equation, 5 t = 1, 2, 3, ..., T where T is the total number
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FIGURE 1: Flow chart of the proposed ensembles
between residuals from two independent classification trees
calculated as the mean (expected) value of their correlation
over entire random forest and PEt is the estimated prediction
error of some tth tree in the forest.
A flowchart showing the general work flow of the proposed
ensembles in given in Figure 1. Care should be taken for de-
ciding on the sizem of sample drawn for growing trees under
this approach in relation to the total number of observations
in L. This is necessary for avoiding potentially redundant






of the training data to grow trees. As the final ensemble
selects only a small number of diverse and accurate trees, this
approach might be very helpful in small data situations where
only a few trees are needed and missing more observations
from sample is costly. This approach is expected to work
similar to the OOB assessment method when n−m is chosen
to be 2/3 of the training data. Similar study illustrating this
has been done in [9].
These approaches are novel in the following sense:
• The proposed methods investigate optimal tree selection
without loosing informative training data.
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• The method based on sub-bagging tries to allocate more
training data as compared to the out-of-bag assessment.
This approach keeps 10% of the given training data for
internal validation and the remaining 90% of the data is
used for growing the trees.
• The tree selection approaches proposed in the paper are
based on individual accuracy of the base tree classifiers
as well as their diversity in the ensemble in addition to
minimizing the loss of informative information in the
learning process.
• Based on the above intuitions, the proposed methods
could effectively be used in small data situations for
optimal trees selection.
C. OTHER RELATED WORK
Several methods are available in literature that are based on
the idea of tree selection from bagged tree forest. These meth-
ods are based on bagging or its variant in that they improve on
unstable estimators or classifiers. Methods based on bagging
are useful especially for high dimensional data set problems.
Bühlmann and Bin [31] formalized the idea of instability and
derived theoretical results to analyze the variance minimiza-
tion effect of bagging (or the variants). To do this, Bühlmann
and Bin [31] considered hard decision problems including
estimation after testing in regression and decision trees for
classifiers regression functions. They argued that hard deci-
sions create instability, and bagging is helpful in smoothing
such hard decisions which results in smaller variance and
mean squared error [32]. Bühlmann and Bin [31] motivated
sub-bagging based on sub-sampling as an alternative the
conventional aggregation scheme by deriving theoretical ex-
planation. Sub-bagging is shown as computationally cheaper
with approximately the same accuracy as bagging. Bagging
has led to a large pool of methods including random forest
and other ensemble classifiers. Authors have further worked
on reducing the size of bagging based ensemble methods.
Latinne et al. [33] proposed a method to avoid overproducing
trees in the ensemble by determining the least number of
classification trees that could give comparable results to a
standard size ensemble. McNemar test of significance is used
decide between forests with different number of trees based
on their prediction error. Bernard et al. [34] proposed the
methods of sequential backward elimination and sequential
forward selection methods to find sub-optimal forests. Li et
al. [35] proposed the idea of weighting the trees for random
forest ensemble to learn data with large dimensions. They
exploited out-of-bag observation for tree weighting in the
forest. Adler et al. [36] have proposed ensemble pruning
for solving class imbalanced problem by using Brier score
and AUC for Glaucoma detection. Different number of trees
for random forest were checked by Oshiro et al. [37] so
as to see after what point adding further trees results in no
gain. They used 29 benchmark datasets to argue that after
a certain number, adding further trees does not contribute
to ensemble performance. Zhang and Wang [38] proposed
the similarity based approach between the trees of the forest
and suggested to remove trees that were similar. Khan et al.
[25] proposed the idea of building an ensemble of probability
estimation trees that are accurate and diverse and proposed to
discard trees that are individually weak and do not contribute
to ensemble. Based on a similar idea, ensembles selection
for kNN classifiers has been given where in addition to
individual strength of classifiers, kNN models are build on
different random subsets of the whole features set instead of
using the entire features [15], [39].
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. SIMULATION
This section gives our analysis on simulated datasets using
the simulation models porposed in [25]. The main idea of
using these simulation models is to present slightly difficult
recognition problems for simple classifiers like CART and
kNN, and also to give a much challenging task for the most
sophisticated classifiers like random forest and SVM. To
this end, in all the four models, various complexity levels
are taken by varying the weights λijk of the tree nodes.
This gave four different values of the Bayes error for the
models where the smallest error means that the dataset has
meaningful structure and the highest Bayes error show that
there are less/no meaningful structures. Various values of
λijk used in Scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 4 are given in Table 1.
The corresponding node weights for each of the models to
get various complexity levels are given in the columns of the
table for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Equation used for generating class
membership probabilities of the binary class variable, that
is, the conditional probability of Y = Bernoulli(p) given the


















θ1 and θ2 are arbitrary values, m = 1, 2, 3, 4 represents a
scenario andPm’s are n×1 probability vectors. T shows total
number of trees in a scenario and p̂t’s are class probabilities
for a binary response in Y . The probabilities defined in
Equation 6 add to 1 for the two class labels of a particular
observation. The following structure generate the p̂t’s
p̂1 = λ11k × 1(x1≤0.5&x3≤0.5) + λ12k × 1(x1≤0.5&x3>0.5)
+λ13k × I(x1>0.5&x2≤0.5) + λ14k × I(x1>0.5&x2>0.5),
p̂2 = λ21k × I(x4≤0.5&x6≤0.5) + λ22k × I(x4≤0.5&x6>0.5)
+λ23k × I(x4>0.5&x5≤0.5) + λ24k × I(x4>0.5&x5>0.5),
p̂3 = λ31k × I(x7≤0.5&x8≤0.5) + λ32k × I(x7≤0.5&x8>0.5)
+λ33k × I(x7>0.5&x9≤0.5) + λ34k × I(x7>0.5&x9>0.5),
p̂4 = λ41k × I(x10≤0.5&x11≤0.5) + λ42k × I(x10≤0.5&x11>0.5)
+λ43k × I(x10>0.5&x12≤0.5) + λ44k × I(x10>0.5&x12>0.5),
p̂5 = λ51k × I(x13≤0.5&x14≤0.5) + λ52k × I(x13≤0.5&x14>0.5)
+λ53k × I(x13>0.5&x15≤0.5) + λ54k × I(x13>0.5&x15>0.5),
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p̂6 = λ61k × I(x16≤0.5&x17≤0.5) + λ62k × I(x16≤0.5&x17>0.5)
+λ63k × I(x16>0.5&x18≤0.5) + λ64k × I(x16>0.5&x18>0.5),
where 0 < λijk < 1 are node weights in the trees, k =
1, 2, 3, 4 and I(condition) is an indicator function that yields a
1 if the stated condition is satisfied and 0 if not . Note that the
basic principle of random forest is followed while growing
the trees by taking p < d variables during nodes splitting.
The various simulation scenarios are outlined as given below.
1) Scenario 1
This is a relatively simple scenario consisting of T = 3 tree
components each with 3 variables, P1 =
∑3
t=1 p̂t and X is a
n× 9 vector.
2) Scenario 2
This scenario has four tree components i.e. T = 4 trees where
P2 =
∑4
t=1 p̂t which follows thatX becomes a n×12 vector.
3) Scenario 3
This scenario has T = 5 trees such that P3 =
∑5
t=1 p̂t and
X is a n× 15 dimensional vector.
4) Scenario 4
This the most complex scenario having T = 6 tree com-
ponents following that, P4 =
∑6
t=1 p̂t and X is a n × 18
dimensional vector.
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TABLE 1: Node weights, λijk, used in simulation scenarios. Tree number is shown by i, node number in each tree by j and k
shows a variant of the weights to get the complexity levels in each scenario [25].
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
k k k k
i j 1 2 3 4 i j 1 2 3 4 i j 1 2 3 4 i j 1 2 3 4
1
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
1
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
1
1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
1
1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
2
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
2
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
2
1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
2
1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
3
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
3
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
3
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
3
1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
4
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
4
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
4
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
5
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
5
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
6
1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
4 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
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Arbitrary constants θ1 and θ2 are taken as 0.5 and 15,
respectively, for all cases (models and scenarios). To see how
the methods perform in small and relatively large sample
situations, first we consider generating a total of n = 1000
observation using the above setup. All the methods; kNN,
CART, node harvest, random forest, , SVM (with four dif-
ferent kernels), OTE, OTEoob and OTEsub are trained by
using 70% of the available data as training data and the
remaining 30% of the data is used as test data. For OTEsub,
random sample without replacement for growing the trees are
taken from 90% of the training data and the remaining 10%
of the training data are used for trees assessment based on
individual and ensemble performance. A total of T = 1000
trees are grown for OTE as the initial ensemble. For all the
methods considered, the same training and test parts are used.
Under each scenario, experiments are iterated 1000 times
thus getting 1000 realizations of the data for all the methods.
Averaging results under the 1000 realizations gives the final
results in all the cases. The results are given in Tables 2 and
3. Node weights λijk are altered in a way that lead to patterns
in the data less or more meaningful and thus getting a high
or low Bayes error as shown in column 4 of Table 2. For
each of the scenario, four different values of the Bayes error
are obtained. The simulation also show that Bayes error of a
simulation scenario can be changed by altering the number
of trees and/or the node weights. For instance, weights of 0.1
and 0.9 given to extreme nodes (left most and right most)
and internal nodes, respectively, will lead to a tree that is less
complex compared to a tree with 0.2 and 0.8 such weights.
For further explanation, see [25].
Unsurprisingly, tree and kNN have the maximum errors
in all the cases of the four scenarios. OTE and Random
forest performed comparable with little variations in some
cases. For OTE, three values of validation set size V =
10%, 20%, 30% are considered. As can be seen in Table 2,
that increasing number of observations V in the validation
set the performance of OTE decrease in all the cases of each
scenario. In cases where the models generate data with mean-
ingful patterns indicated by low Bayes errors, the results of
OTEoob and random forest are better or comparable. OTEsub
did not perform well compared to random forest, OTE and
OTEoob. The reason for this might be that as OTEoob selects
only a few trees for the final ensemble, enough randomness
in trees could not be guaranteed by growing them on samples
of size 90% of training data size drawn without replacement.
SVM show similar results to kNN and tree in almost all the
cases.
To see how the methods perform in relatively small sample
situations, the same simulation scenarios are used to generate
datasets consisting of n = 100 observations. The results
are given in Table 3. This time OTEsub outperforms the
rest of the methods in datasets with meaningful structures,
i.e. with low Bayes error (not shown). A few accurate and
diverse trees can better capture the patterns in the relatively
small sized data compared to other methods. In datasets with
less meaningful structures, the method still performs similar
to SVM which is considered as a promissing classifier in
small sample situations. The overall performance of SVM
relative to other methods has also improved as compared to
the previous situation with n = 1000.
B. ANALYSIS OF BENCHMARK DATA SETS
This section presents our analysis on benchmark data sets for
OTEoob, OTEsub and the other methods considered. A total
of 21 data sets are used for comparison purposes. These data
sets are described briefly in Table 4. Against each dataset,
the number n of observations, number d of features and the
corresponding sources from where the data can be taken,
are given. Number of features by feature type are also given
against each data set. The domain of each dataset is also given
in the table.
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TABLE 4: Datasets for regression and classification with the corresponding number of instances n, number of variable d and
feature/variable type; F: real, I: integer and N: nominal variable in a data set. Sources of the data and their domain are also
given.
Data Set n d Feature type Source Domain
(R/I/N)
Mammographic 830 5 (0/5/0) http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/category.php?cat=clas Medical Science
Dystrophy 209 5 (2/3/0) [40] Medical Science
Monk3 122 6 (0/6/0) [41] Machine Learning Benchmark
Appendicitis 106 7 (7/0/0) http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/dataset.php?cod=183 Medical Science
SAHeart 462 9 (5/3/1) http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/dataset.php?cod=184#sub1 Medical Science
Tic-Tac-Toe 958 9 (0/0/9) [41] Gambling
Heart 303 13 (1/12/0) [41] Medical Science
House vote 232 16 (0/0/16) [41] Medical Science
Bands 365 19 (13/6/0) http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/dataset.php?cod=184#sub1 Physical Science
Hepatitis 80 20 (2/18/0) [41] Medical Science
Parkinson 195 22 (22/0/0) [41] Medical Science
Body 507 23 (22/1/0) [42] Medical Science
Thyroid 9172 27 (3/2/22) [41] Medical Science
WDBC 569 29 (29/0/0) [41] Medical Science
WPBC 198 32 (30/2/0) [41] Medical Science
Oil-Spill 937 49 (40/9/0) http://openml.org/ Environmental Science
Spam base 4601 57 (55/2/0) [41] Fraud Detection
Glaucoma 196 62 (62/0/0) [40] Medical Science
Nki 70 144 76 (71/5/0) [43] Medical Science
Musk 476 166 (0/166/0) [44] Chemical Science
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C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experimental setup for applying the methods on the 21
datasets is as follows. Given datassets are divided into train-
ing and testing parts consisting of 70% and 30%, respec-
tively, of the total data. Splitting into 50% − 50% and
30% − 70% parts for training-testing are also considered. A
total of 1000 random splittings of the given data are done into
training and testing parts with methods trained on the training
parts and tested by testing parts. Final result is obtained by
averaging the results of all these 1000 splittings.
For the original OTE, various values of validation set
sizes, i.e. |V | = 10, 15, 20, are used to see its effect on the
predictive performance of the method. A total of T = 1500
trees are grown on independent bootstrap samples from the
respective 90% , 85% and 80% of training data by the method
of random forest. The remaining 10%, 15% and 20% data,
respectively, are used for internal validation as mentioned
above.
For OTEoob, T = 1500 trees are grown on bootstrap
samples from the whole of the available training data. OOB
observations are stored for individual and ensemble tree
assessment. For OTEsub T = 1500 trees are grown on
random samples without replacement of size 90% of training
data size. The remaining 10% are used for individual and
ensemble performance assessment of each corresponding
tree. The number p of features is fixed at p =
√
d for all
data sets. M is fixed at 20% of T .
Various hyper-parameters of CART are tuned by using the
tune.rpart R-function available within the R-Package
e1071 [45]. Various values, (5,10,15,20,25) are tried to find
the minimal optimal depth and optimal number of splits for
the trees.
In the case of random forest, node size (nodesize),
number of trees (ntree) and subset size (p) of features
(mtry) are tuned by using tune.randomForest func-
tion available with in the R-Package e1071 as used by [25],
[46]. Searches for the best node size (nodesize) are mede
among values (1,5,10,15,20,25,30), for ntree amongst val-
ues (500,1000,1500,2000) and for mtry (sqrt(d), d/5, d/4,
d/3, d/2) are checked. All the possible values of mtry are
checked where d < 12.
For node harvest estimator, the only heper-parameter is
the number of nodes in the initial ensemble. Meinshausen
[47] has shown that for its large values the changes in the
results are negligable and stated that initial number of nodes
greater than 1000 gives almost the same results. In this paper,
this value is fixed at 1500. R implementation as given in
the package nodeHarvest [48] is used. For support vector
machine, automatic estimation of sigma is utalised from the
R package kernlab [44]. For the remining parameters, their
default values are used with four kernels, Radial, Linear,
Bessel and Laplacian. k-nearest neighbours classifier, kNN,
is tuned for the optimal value of its hyper-parameter k, the
number of nearest neighbouts, by using tune.knn R func-
tion within the R library e1071. Values of k = 1, . . . , 10 are
tried.
For random projection (RP) ensemble method [49], the R
package RPEnsemble [50] is used. Due to computational
constraint B1 and B2 are fixed at 30 and 5 respectively.
Quadratic discriminant analysis base = "QDA" and lin-
ear discriminant analysis base = "LDA" procedures are
used as the base learner along with d=5, projmethod =
"Haar". The remaining parameters are kept at their default
values.
For a fair comparison, training and test data are taken
the same for tree, node harvest, random forest, SVM, RP,
OTE, OTEoob and OTEoob. Average classification errors are
recorded for all the methods on all the data sets. R version
4.0.1 [51], on a 3 GHz Intel Core i7 computer with 8 GB
memory running under mac OS X operating system, is used
for the experiments. The results for various training and
testing parts are given in Tables 5, 6 and 7. For further
assessment of the proposed methods in comparison with the
rest, Brier score, sensitivity and Kappa statistics values are
also estimated. These statistics are estimated based on 30%
training and 70% testing partitions of the given datasets for
checking the behaviour of the ensembles in small sample
training data. The results in terms of Brier score, sensitivity
and Kappa are given in Tables ??, 3 and 4, respectively.
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FIGURE 2: Barplots for Brier score.
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FIGURE 3: Barplots for Sensitivity.
FIGURE 4: Barplots for Kappa.
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D. DISCUSSION
Results given in Tables 5, 6 and 7, and barplots given in
Figures 2,3 and 4 reveal that the OTEoob and OTEsub are
almost always better than OTE. The results in Table 5 also
show that OTE with V = 10% is always giving better results
than OTE with V = 15% and so on, with the exception
of Mammographic dataset only. From Table 5, that shows
results based on 70% and 30% splitting of the data, it can
be seen that node harvest and SVM gave better results than
the others on 2 data sets each. RP ensemble gave better
results than the rest on 4 datasets 2 each for LDA and QDA
base learner. OTE is better than the others on 2 datasets
with V = 10%. OTEoob although better than OTE in most
of the cases, outperformed the rest of the methods on 1
dataset. OTEsub gave better results than the others on 9 of
the datasets. Tree and kNN methods could not outperformed
the rest of the methods on any dataset.
From Table 6, that shows results based on 50% and 50%
splitting of the data, it can be seen that node harvest and
SVM gave better results than the others on 1 data sets each.
RP ensemble gave better results than the rest on 6 datasets.
Random forest is better than the others on 3 data sets. OTE
is better than the others on 1 dataset. OTEoob is better than
OTE in most of the cases, and outperformed the rest of the
methods on 2 dataset. OTEsub gave better results than the
others on 7 of the datasets. Tree and kNN methods could not
outperformed the rest of the methods on any dataset.
The results in Table 7, based on 70% and 30% splitting of
the data, show that node harvest and SVM gave better results
than the others on 1 data sets each. RP ensemble gave better
results than the rest on 4 datasets 2 each for LDA and QDA
base learner. Random forest is better than the others on 4 data
sets. OTE could not outperformed the others on any of the
data set. OTEoob is better than OTE in most of the cases, and
outperformed the rest of the methods on 4 dataset. OTEsub
gave better results than the others on 6 of the datasets. Tree
and kNN methods could not outperformed the rest of the
methods on any of the datasets.
Furthermore, the results of the methods in terms of Brier
score, sensitivity and Kappa, given in Figures 2, 3 and 4,
respectively, indicate that the proposed ensembles outper-
formed the rest of the methods on majority of the datasets.
Brier score values are not estimated for random projection
ensemble (Table ??) as the current implementation of the
algorithm given in the R package [50] does not support
probability estimation.
Moreover, the effect of choosing various number of trees
on the three methods, i.e. OTE, OTEoob and OTEsub in
terms of classification error rates are shown in Figure 5, 6
and 7, respectively. In the given figures, the value of M in
percentage is shown on the x-axis and error rate on the y-
axis. Number of trees selected are also shown in brackets on
the x-axis, e.g. 10(< 40) means that the method selected less
than 40 trees for the datasets at M = 10%.
Getting better/comparable results by using a forest of few
accurate and diverse trees to those based on thousands of
weak trees is encouraging in that this might reduce com-
putational costs in terms of storage resources. From size
assessment of the proposed ensemble methods, it is evident
that they provide the best result with the number of trees less
than 50. This is a clear reduction in the ensembles size and



































5(<20) 10(<50) 15(<80) 20(<120) 25(<150)
FIGURE 5: Effect of M on the error rate of the data sets
shown using OTE. The value of M in percentage is on the x-
axis and error rate is on the y-axis. Number of trees selected
are also shown in brackets on the x-axis, e.g. 10(< 50) means
that the method selected less than 50 trees for the datasets at
M = 10%
IV. CONCLUSION
Two methods of selecting optimal trees, based on the indi-
vidual strenght of a tree and trees collective performance,
from an original ensemble of a large number of trees are
proposed as an improvement to OTE. The selected trees are
then combined together to vote for the class labels of the
unseen data. Using as much as possible of the training data
for growing trees in the two proposed method guarantees
better results. This makes the trees individually strong and as
the methods implement a diversity check on the trees while
selecting them for the final ensemble, enough randomness is
maintained in base learners meeting the basic principles of
ensemble learning. The analyses given in the paper, both on
simulated and benchmark datasets, revealed that the proposed
methods outperform the other state-of-the-art methods.
R implementation of the proposed ensembles is given in
Package “OTE” [52].



































5(<20) 10(<50) 15(<75) 20(<120) 25(<145)
FIGURE 6: Effect of M on the error rate of the data sets
shown using OTEoob. The value of M in percentage is on the
x-axis and error rate is on the y-axis. Number of trees selected
are also shown in brackets on the x-axis, e.g. 10(< 50) means
that the method selected less than 50 trees for the datasets at
M = 10%
The proposed ensemble in its current version takes more
training time than the random forest algorithm. For example,
with Thyriod data (n = 9172, d = 27), the training times for
random forest and the proposed methods were 4.56 and 6.41
seconds, respectively, on a 3 GHz Intel Core i7 computer with
8 GB memory running under mac OS X operating system.
The methods proposed in the paper can model massive data
with ultra high dimension using parallel computing as im-
plemented in the R package [53], for example. Using feature
selection methods, [54]–[61], might, in conjunction with the
proposed ensembles, result in further improvements [62].
Using random projection approach as given in [49], [50] with
the tree selection methods proposed in this paper, may also
give further improvements. The idea of classifier selection
based on clustering (CSBS) [63], for ensemble creation could
also be used with the proposed ensembles for efficient results.
For data sets with features measured on different scales,
random forest with P -value adjusted split criteria can avoid
biased feature selection within the tree algorithm [64]–[66]
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